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SSL Explained 

SSL means secure socket layer - it makes it so that people cannot hack the communication between 
websites and get your personal information.  When you go to a website using 
https://websitename.com, the "s" in https means "secure" - and that requires websitename.com to 
have what is called an SSL Certificate - so other computers know they are legit.  ;-)  When you go to a 
website using http:// (without the "s"), then you are browsing that site without SSL - just a normal 
connection. 

You can use AIOVT without SSL.  However, Facebook requires that you provide an optional secure 
source for fan page content.  There are two ways to browse Facebook: normal using http:// and secure 
using https://.  Facebook members can change a setting to only use Facebook with SSL (https://).  For 
those people, Facebook wants to be sure that ANY content shown over Facebook or through iFrame 
Apps is secure with SSL.  Therefore, the domain where you are hosting AIOVT fan page content needs to 
have an SSL Certificate. 

The truth is that out of 700 Million Facebook users, only about 7 Million have elected to browse securely 
(as of October of 2011).  Only those people will see the error... but that is enough to warrant spending a 
little money to get SSL for your domain. 

I suggest you contact your web host and ask how much it costs to have them obtain and install an SSL 
Certificate for your domain name.  It will give you a more professional business and will pay off in the 
long run.  When they reply with a quote, let me know what the price is.  If it is over priced in my opinion, 
I will let you know and we can talk about options. 

But for now, you can still develop fan pages - you can place the https:// version of your link in the 
Facebook fields that call for a secure URL (of course, people set up to browse Facebook securely will get 
an error on your Fan Page).  Remember that when you visit your fan pages, use 
http://facebook.com/pages/...  -- instead of https://. 

SSL Options 

Many web hosting plans include free shared SSL.  This means that the hosting company has SSL set up 
on a shared domain that can be used to access your website instead of your own domain name.  This 
shared SSL domain can be used in conjunction with AIOVT to satisfy Facebook's SSL requirements. 

Using shared SSL has its advantages insofar as saving about $50 on a dedicated IP and SSL certificate. 
But, it has its drawbacks. If you are running the AIOVT Business License and maintaining client fan pages 
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yourself, then shared SSL is fine - because you don't care that you have to log into WP Admin using the 
shared SSL "ugly" domain (not your own "pretty" domain). 

If you use the shared SSL domain your hosting company provides, you would put that link in the 
WordPress settings for WordPress URL and Site URL.  When you log in, you will have to go to 
https://sharedSslDomain.com/youraccount/yoursite/wp-admin.  That works fine if you don't need a 
"pretty" brand domain. 

But if you have the Enterprise License and are giving clients access to maintain their own fan pages, then 
you don't want them to have to log into https://sharedSslDomain.com/yourAccount/yoursite/wp-admin 
-- it is much more professional for them to log into https://yourPrettyDomain.com/wp-admin 

I said all that to say this: consider the hours you may expend to work around getting a dedicated SSL. 
Consider the trade-off and cost of that time. Then consider that dedicated SSL with a company like 
Hostgator costs about $50 if you have reseller hosting or VPS. Or - you can get a Hostgator business pro 
hosting for about $12.00 per month - and it includes a dedicated IP and dedicated SSL. 

One client = SSL costs + profit. 

For the business you are trying to build, especially if you have the Enterprise License, I highly 
recommend that you consider getting a dedicated SSL for your domain. Then your customers will have a 
better user experience, you will have less support, and you will be able to build a brand. 

If you want to get a new business plan with HG for $12/month (month to month), and you are willing to 
use an affiliate link I would provide, I would set up everything for you and you will be up and running in a 
couple of days. 

If you need more help or wish to get a full set-up deal by purchasing hosting through my affiliate link, 
please open a support ticket at the link below and make the subject "Full Setup Deal".  I will send you 
instructions and we'll go from there. 

Thanks, 

Nick 
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